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Are you looking for a variety of delicious chicken recipes? This simple and easy chicken recipe

cookbook has step-by-step recipes for preparing some fantastic chicken dishes. You will impress

your friends and family with these delicious chicken recipes. Great for any occasion! With a nice

variety of chicken meals and dishes, this book is your "go-to" cookbook when it comes to cooking

for your family! (Includes recipes for any occasion)
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These are wonderful recipes that put the UMP in what would normally be considered mundane

chicken dinners. The directions are clear and concise without the onus and tedium prevalent in

some of the other recipe books. I really eat a lot of chicken (due to choice and a strained budget) so

the recipes add a welcome variety to my once limited chicken preparation skills. Good job Hannie

Scott!

Another excellent cooking book by author Hannie P. Scott. As you may read before in other books

from the same author, this book has a similar structure on which you can find easy and intermediate

recipes, chicken recipes actually.From Honey Baked Chicken to Barbecue Chicken Legs, and

passing through the classic Parmesan Crusted Chicken, you will find delightful recipes with the

classic ingredients included or you can find recipes that will inspire you to prepare a more

complicated food dish but taking Ms. Hannie Scott's recipes as the foundation for a better

understanding between balanced flavor, complexity and color in order to result in a full of



satisfaction meal.This is a book for any beginner but also for the serious cooker as these recipes do

have their own originality.

Our family is either constantly on the go or entirely too lazy to cook, so quick and easy is a must for

us. The fewer the ingredients, the faster the cooking process or the ease of cooking always puts a

new recipe at the top of the list.We do not eat certain foods simply because we are picky eaters, not

on "diets", so I'm always in the market for cookbooks to steal ideas from to liven up our family

dinners and find new ways to cook pretty much the same things. I was able to get quite a few couple

from this book, so I'm not going to knock it too much.I am probably not going to run around

recommending it to my friends, but I certainly do not regret purchasing it. This is one of those where

I am just going to say "try it for yourself at your own risk" because I am simply indifferent on it.

Can one ever eat too much chicken? I think not. I love getting new recipes for chicken to try

because even though you think you've tried it all, even just some small differences to a recipe you

thought you knew can make all the difference. Also, because chicken is so versatile, I could eat it

several times a week at least and not get tired of it.Can never have too many chicken recipes. So

far I've tried the garlic parmesan which we liked and I'm looking forward to trying more. Next I'm

going to try the spicy fried chicken. My husband isn't really into spicy but I keep hoping I'll happen

onto a recipe he will like since I do like spicy.Thank you Ms Scott for sharing.

Good for Beginners, a Bit Too Basic for the Everyday Home CookThis books has a lot of good,

basic, extremely simple recipes. Almost every recipe has ingredients that most people would have

stocked in their home so there is no worry about having to run to the grocery store or some strange

specialty stores. The recipes for the most part are really good for young/new chefs. They follow very

basic cooking rules and don't require too much time investment. You can basically read the recipe

as you go, which is perfect for those wanting a quick meal For those wanting a bit more umfff to

your meals, this is probably not the book for you. The ingredients used are simple, and the

techniques can be done by anyone.Pros:*Simple recipes*Tasty results*Not time intensiveCons:*Too

basic*Can never make one of those "over the top" meals that would really impress people.

As an avid cookbook collector and reader and user, I found this to be very nice and straight to the

point. No wasted time with pages of background from the author, just loaded with lots of great

recipes to take your piece of chicken from raw to a tasty meal. I can not wait to try out more and



more of these recipes as summer comes and we eat less casseroles and more meat and salads.I

have received this product for free or a reduced price in exchange for my honest and true review of

the product. I review products that I personally use and only give high marks when I would

personally recommend the item to a friend or love one.

This is an okay recipe books. Recipes are easy to follow but I did not find it helpful for different

chicken recipes. I tried a just a few recipes and while they came out good they were not a WOW

factor.

Miss Hannie's cookbooks are the best I have ever had a chance to use she always make it so easy

to follow her recipes and tells you how to do it in down to earth English. Thanks again Miss Hannie

and keep up the good work.
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